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Part II 
1. No, it isn’t. It’s cool and wet. 
2. No, they aren’t. They have thin leaves because the forest is cool and wet 

(and they don’t have to hold a lot of water). 
3. They provide shade. 
4. Ferns grow along the ground. 
5. Porcupines, raccoons, deer, bears and foxes live on the ground. 
6. Squirrels, owls, robins, chipmunks and crows live in the tree. 
7. Rabbits and mice live underground. 
8. They live on the land and in the water. 
 
Part III. 
1. The forest is dry.   The forest is wet. 
2. The plants have thick lives.   The plants have thin leaves. 
3. Short trees provide shade.   Tall trees provide shade. 
4. Deer live off the ground.   Deer live on the ground. 
5. Frogs live outside the water.   Frogs live in the water. 
 
Part IV. 
1. pond     2. crow     3. thin     4. duck     5. turtle 
6. dark      7. cool      8. squirrel 
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Part I   (Answers may vary.) 
Many of the animals live on the ground. 
Few of my friends have pets. 
One of the birds sleeps in the daytime. 
 
Some mice live under the ground. 
Birds live in the tree.  
Do you want to live in the water? 
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Exercise I 
3. of     4. of     5. x   x     6. of     7. X     8. of     9. of 
10. x    11. of    12. of      13. of    14. x    15. of    16. x 
17. of 
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Part I 
1. It’s light at the top layer of the jungle. 
2. It is dark and damp on the ground. 
3. The jungle is very wet. 
4. The ground is not dry because it rains a lot in the jungle. 
5. The jungles are not cold because they are near the equator. 
6. The jungle is very hot and wet. 
 
Part II   
     This is my house. It is very hot in summer so I have to turn on the 

air-conditioner all day. It is not very cold in winter.  It is not dark at all. 
   The sunshine is full in the house. But it is wet in some rainy days. There’s 

no yard to grow any tall trees but my mom puts some potted plants on the 
balcony. 
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Part I 
1. No. it’s not. It’s hot and dry because it doesn’t rain often and the sun is very 

hot. 
2. No, it doesn’t. 
3. Because it doesn’t rain often in the desert. 
4. They have thick skin and round, thick leaves that hold a lot of water. 
5. The animals also have thick skin that protects them from the hot sun. They 

drink a lot of water at one time. 
6. Thick skin protects the animals from the hot sun. 
7. The leaves can hold a lot of water. 
8. They can get water in the oasis. 
9. I see a camel, an owl, cactus wrens, lizards, a scorpion, a rattlesnake, a 

spider, a hare, a ground hog and a coyote. 
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Part II 
1. ftone� often           2. veas�save     3. htkci� thick 
4. tropctse�protects     5. renw�wren 
 
Part III 
desert, camel, wearing, T-shirt, animals, lizard, cactus, rattlesnake, behind, 
bite, enjoyed 
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Part I 
The classroom is cool and nice. 
The library is clean and quiet. 
The winter is cold and snowy. 
The man has yellow skin and a big nose. 
The girl has small eyes and long hair. 
The sheep have long wool and short horns. 
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Exercise I 
a dark room     a light room 
a wet forest     a dry desert    a damp jungle 
a round leaf    a long river     thick skin         thin leaves 
 
Exercise II 
opinion size age shape color origin material noun 
Hot, cold       temperature 
Dark, light       light 
Wet, dry, 

damp 
      humidity 

   Round,long 
Thick, thin 

   shape 

 
Exercise III 
1. The cat is angry.                  5. The story is interesting. 
2. The car is fast.                    6. The house is tiny. 
3. The flowers are beautiful.         7. The elephant is huge. 
4. The book is thick.                 8. The city is ugly. 
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Part I 
1. A desert is dry. 
2. A cactus has round skin. 
3. The sun is hot. 
4. The leaves on the trees are thin. 
5. Lizards are beautiful animals. 
 
Part II 
     The desert is hot and dry. Animals and plants with thick skin live in the 

desert.  Some animals drink a lot of water at a time. Some animals live 
underground or come out at night because the sun is very hot.  Plants 
also need thick leaves to hold a lot of water. In the desert, it doesn’t rain 
often 

   But animals in the desert have thick skin to protect them from the sun and 
to hold water. That’s why they can live well in the desert. 
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Part II 
1. deep     2. salty     3. small     4. wet/damp 
 
Part III 
1. crab     2. dolphin     3. mammal     4. starfish      
5. salty    6. algae 
 
Part IV 
1. You are an ocean. 
2. You are a shark. 
3. You are a crab. 
4. You are algae. 
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Exercise I 
1. b     2. a     3. b     4. a     5. b     6. b      
7. a     8. a     9. b    10. b    11. a    12. b 
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Exercise II 
1. a thin small Canadian man 
2. a beautiful blue sailing boat 
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3. an old square plastic table 
4. an exciting new American band 
5. a big red silver hat 
6. a dirty old silk tie 
 
Exercise III 
1. My grandma is old.  She has an old watch. 
2. Your hands are dirty.  Go wash your dirty hands. 
3. The leaves are small.  The plant has small leaves. 
4. The forest is dark.  Don’t get in the dark forest. 
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Part I 
Jelly fish. 
Some are small and some are big. 
They have many different colors. Some are even transparent. 
It lives in the water. 
It eats small fish. 
Because its shape is unique and its move is beautiful. 
 
Part II 
1. The ocean has salty water. 
2. Algae grow in the ocean. 
3. Algae have no roots, no leaves, no flowers, and no seeds. 
4. Dolphin and whale 
5. They live in the ocean. 
6. Many fish and shellfish live in the ocean. 
7. (Answers may vary.) Yes, I like the ocean because fish in the ocean come in 

different sizes and colors. 
8. The ocean is very deep. 
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Part I 
1. jungle              2. jaguars, snakes     3. on the ground      
4. parrots, insects     5. in the trees 
 
Part III 
Bird--parrot             cat--jaguar             reptile--snake 
Very wet--damp         long nose--anteater    insect with wings--butterfly 
Lizard--iguana 
 
Part IV 
1. equator, hot           2. rain forest     3.  
4. thousands, insects     5. layers         6. jaguar, iguana, snake 
7. chameleon, protect    8. dark, damp 
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1. There is a carrot. 
2. Are there many peppers? 
3. There is some milk. 
4, There are lots of people here. 
5. There aren’t any mushrooms. 
6. There’s lots of lettuce. 
7. There isn’t much cheese. 
8. Is there much water? 
9. There is a lot of water. 
10. There is a lot of snow. 
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Part I 
Example: The monkeys live in the trees. Watch out. They might throw some 

nuts onto your head and the parrots would call you “Nuts!” 
 
Part II 
(Answer may vary) 
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Part I 
1. T     2. F     3. F     4. T     5. F     6. T     7. F     8. T 
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Part I 
1. chimpanzee     2. was born     3. escaped, free 
4. zoo             5. hear          6. breathe         7. left 
 
Part II 
1. She’s in the jungle. 
2. She’s reporting live from the jungle. ( She’s interviewing Charlie.) 
3. He was born in the zoo. 
4. No, he didn’t. 
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5. He left because he wanted to be free. 
6. He went to the desert. 
7. No, he didn’t because the desert was too dry for him and he was very thirty. 
8. He went to the forest. 
9. No, he didn’t because the forest was too cold. 
10. He went to the ocean. 
11. No, he wasn’t because he couldn’t swim or breathe like a fish. 
12. He went to the jungle. 
13. Yes, he did because there were lots of trees to swing on, lots of chimps to 

play with, and lots of bananas for him to eat. 
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I was born in Taipei. 
I went to the movie theater. 
I was very happy there. 
Why were you happy there? 
Because the movie was very funny. 
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Part III 
1. desert     2. ocean     3. Fish     4. desert/jungle     5. crocodiles 
 
Part IV 
Forest--fern, dark, wet, robin, shade 
Jungle--equator, jaguar, rain forest, damp, hot, parrot, anteater 
Ocean--shark, algae, shellfish, dolphin 
Desert--hot, cactus, lizard, dry 
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Exercise I 
1. Where did David go? 
2. Your father is working today. 
3. What are the boys doing? 
4. Jenny is coming to the party. 
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5. Why don’t you tell the truth? 
6. You can swim. 
7. You were late this morning. 
 
Exercise II 
1. do you want to go 
2. are you sad 
3. is he doing 
4. did you enjoy the movie 
5. did Susan go to bed last night 
6. did you see Tom 
7. do you need 
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2. I want to go the ocean. 
   Lobsters and starfish live in the ocean. 
   Oceans are very deep. 
   The water in the ocean is salty. 
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3. I want to go to the desert. 
   Camels and snakes live in the jungles. 
   Animals in the desert have thick skin. 
   The desert is very hot and dry. 
 
4. I want to go to the forest. 
   Rabbits and robins live in the forest. 
   Tall trees provide shade. 
   The forest is cool, dark and wet. 
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Part I 
First Verse--son, He, he, He, He, his, He, himself 
Second Verse--daughter, She, she, She, She, her, She, herself 
 
Part IV 
he---himself          she--herself          you--yourself 
we--ourselves        they--themselves     you--yourselves 
 
Part V 
(Answers may vary.) 
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1. The mother and her daughter are in the first picture. 
2. They are in the bedroom. 
3. She can do her homework by herself. 
4. He can tie the shoelaces by himself. 
5. No, they don’t. They can bake the cake by themselves. 
6. Her husband (Father) needs help. 
7. No, he doesn’t. 
8. He wants to read the newspaper. 
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Exercise 1 
1. himself     2. ourselves     3. myself     4. ourselves 
5. themselves     6. yourself(yourselves)     7. itself 
8. himself     9. yourself(yourselves) , themselves      10. himself 
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Part I 
1. Yes, please. I can’t clean it all by myself. 
2. No, he doesn’t. He can do it all by himself. 
3. Yes, they do. They can’t eat it all by themselves. 
4. No, she doesn’t. She can tie her shoelaces all by herself. 
 
Part II 
     I can bake cookies all by myself. I have been able to do it since I was 10. 
My mom taught me how to bake cookies. It took me about a week to learn how 
to bake cookies. Next time, I want to learn how to bake cakes. 
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Part II 
Wood,  saw,  hammer,  nails,  build,  together,  shared,  doghouse 
 
Part III 
1. He was on Sesame Street. 
2. He talked to Betty Lou first. 
3. She wanted to build a doghouse for Barkley because it was his birthday. 
4. No, she couldn’t. Because she had some wood, she still needed a saw to 

cut it. 
5. Next they saw Grover. 
6. He had a saw. 
7. He needed wood, a hammer and nails. 
8. Bert and Ernie had a hammer and some nails. 
9. No, they couldn’t. They had a hammer and nails but they needed a saw and 

some wood. 
10.They built it together. 
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Exercise I 
1. was snowing     2. was sleeping     3. was eating, were studying 
4. was cleaning     5. were waiting     6. was cooking, were watching 
7. was shining      8. was raining 
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9. was cooking     10. was studying    11. was walking 
 
Exercise II 
Dialogue A:  didn’t see,  didn’t come,  feeling,  went,  Was,  examined,  

told,  had,  stay,  did 
Dialogue B:  Did you hear,  wasn’t listening,  was thinking 
Dialogue C:  did you break,  slipped,  was crossing 
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     Last Sunday, my mom taught me how to make a cake.  
     First, we measured the flour, sugar, milk, oil and baking powder. We 

mixed them and added two eggs to make a dough. 
     Next we whipped three egg whites. Then we mixed the dough the egg 

white. 
     After that we greased a pan and poured the dough into the pan. 
              We put the pan in the oven and baked it for 40 minutes. 
              The delicious cake was ready.  
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Part III 
1. Did     2. went     3. was     4. had     5. said, couldn’t 
6. built    7. took     8. played 
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Exercise I 
1. Nobody     2. somewhere     3. Nothing     4. nowhere, somewhere 
5. something  6. something      7. somewhere  8. somebody 
9. anything, Nobody    10. Somebody     11. Somebody 
12. anybody, anybody 
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Exercise I 
Did, go last week 
went fishing at Danshui River 
Who did he  
he went by himself 
 
What did he do last weekend 
He went swimming in the pool. 
Who did he go with 
Nobody, he went by himself 
 
Exercise II 
     I went to the movie theater yesterday.  I went there with my friend 
Jane.  The movie was so funny that we laughed loudly. I hope you can go 
with us next time. 
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Part I 
1. It’s 3 cm. 
2. Yes, they are the same. 
3. It’s 4 cm. 
4. It’s 5 cm. 
5. No, it’s 3 cm wide. 
 
Part II 
Width, height 
 
Part III 
to measure,  measure,  measure,  measurements,  measuring 
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Exercise I 
1. How long is the right side of the roof? How many centimeters is the 
 right side of the roof? What’s the length of the right side of the roof? 
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2. How high is the left side of the box? How many centimeters is the  
  left side of the box? What’s the height of the left side of the box? 
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3. How wide is the doghouse? How many centimeters wide is the doghouse? 
  What’s the width of the doghouse? 
 
4. How tall is Jennifer? How many centimeters tall is Jennifer? 

What’s the height of Jennifer? 
 
5. How wide is the swimming pool? How many centimeters wide is the  
  swimming pool? What’s the width of the swimming pool? 
 
Exercise II 
1. What’s the height of the right side of the doghouse? 
   It’s 12 cm high. 
2. What’s the width of the right side of the box? 
   It’s 8 cm wide. 
3. What’s the length of the left side of the bookshelf? 
   It’s 5 cm long. 
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The width of the house is about 10 cm. It’s about 9 cm high. Each side of 
 the roof is 3 cm. 
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Part I 
1. She lives on Sesame Street. 
2. It’s 562-9045. 
3. He’s seven years old. 
4. She lives with her parents, grandmother and brother. 
5 They like to play hide and seek with their friends on Sesame Street. 
 
Part II 
1. He is in the trash can. 
2. The book is on the table. 
3. The horse is behind the fence. 
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4. He’s doing math homework at the desk. 
 
Part III 
1. I wake up at 6:30 in the morning. 
2. I eat breakfast at 8:00. 
3. I go to school at 7:45. 
4. I do my homework at 5:00. 
5. I go to sleep at 9:30. 
6. I like to play tennis after school. 
7. She’s my aunt. 
8. She’s my grandmother. 
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Exercise I 
1. Amy and I will go to Mexico this weekend. 
2. Where are you going? 
3. What a beautiful lady she is! 
4. Mr. Smith is our new English teacher. 
5. Jennifer was born on April 5th, 2001. 
6. Do you like to play basketball? No, I don’t. 
7. Dr. Wang is a famous writer. 
 
Exercise II 
1. had to     2. must     3. mustn’t     4. have to     5. must 
6. mustn’t    7. must     8. don’t have to 
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Exercise III 
1. It’s on the box. 
2. She’s in the kitchen. 
3. It’s under the trash can. 
4. He’s at the bus stop. 
5. She’s behind the barrel. 
 
Exercise IV 
2. There are some restaurants. 
3. There’s a hospital. 
4. There are two movie theaters. 
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5. There’s a small school. 
6. There isn’t a department. 
7. There aren’t any big hotels. 
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Exercise V 
1. The book is under the desk. 
2. My pen is on the desk. 
3. Students have to go to school on time. 
4. We must follow the teacher’s instruction. 
5. There is a big tree in the park. 
6. There are many birds in the tree. 
 
Part I 
My name is Jenny. I’m 11 years old. I live at 678, Ren Ai Road, Sec 2, Taipei. 
My telephone number is 2283-1234. I like to play basketball in my free 
time. 
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Part I 
1. There are seven Continents. They are Africa, Antarctica, Australia, Europe, 

South America, North America, and Asia. 
2. There are five oceans. They are the Antarctic Ocean, the Arctic Ocean,  
  the Atlantic Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and the Pacific Ocean. 
3. Taiwan is in Asia. 
4. Taiwan is in the Pacific Ocean. 
 
Part II 
1. desert     2. ocean     3. forest    4. quiet     5. city 
6. land       7. mountain   
 
Part III 
1. Go up to North Street. Go one block along North Street to Central Street.  
   Turn right onto Central Street. Go one block down Central Street. 
   The school is on your left hand side. 
2. Go to Central Street. Go two blocks up Central Street to North Street. Don’t 

cross North Street. The Supermarket is on her right hand side. 
3. Go to South Street. Go east for two blocks to East Street. Turn right at the 
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telephone booth onto East Street. Go down for one block. The public 
library is on his right hand side. 

4. Go to North Street. Go west for 2 blocks. Turn left onto West Street. Go one 
down to South Street. Cross South Street. The post office is on the corner 
of South Street and West Street. 
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Exercise I 
1. riding     2. to buy     3. helping     4. doing     5. to mail 
6. to do     7. speaking   8. singing     9. to meet   10. to drink 
11. closing  12. making   13. listening 
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Exercise II 
1. I finish doing homework. 
2. You keep running. 
3. He discusses to go on a picnic. 
4. We suggested going to a movie. 
5. They avoided answering the question. 
6. She hopes to see my family. 
7. My teacher allowed us to use the dictionary. 
8. She needs to water the flowers. 
9. I agree to go with your plan. 
10. He wants to visit my grandparents. 
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Exercise III 
1. barking     2. walking, opening,  getting in     3. burning 
4. singing     5. shaking     6. putting on     7. ringing 
8. knocking     9. eating     10. calling 
 
Part I 
I want to go to Paris. I want to see the Eiffel Tower. I want to stay there for a 
week. I want to eat French food. I want to buy some souvenirs. 
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Part I 
1. A plant needs sun and water to make food to survive. 
2. The roots drink water. 
3. The stem carries water to the leaves. 
4. The flowers look pretty. 
5. People eat the peas for the vitamins they provide. 
 
Part II 
Roots--carrots, potatoes 
Stems--celery, asparagus 
Seeds--corn, peas 
Leaves--lettuce, spinach 
 
Part III 
much,  dollars,  pounds,  pod,  dozen 
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Exercise I 
1. CN     2. Un     3. UN     4. CN      5. UN     6. CN      
7. UN     8. Un     9. CN     10. UN     11. CN   12. UN 
 
Exercise II 
1. a few,  a little     2. a little     3. few     4. little     5. a little 
6. a few     7. a little     8. a few     9. a little,  a few 
10. a few, a little     11. a little     12. few     13. a little 
14. a few 
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Exercise III 
1. Most     2. Some of     3. Some     4. Many of     5. most 
6. any of    7. any of       8. Most      9. Most of    10. most of 
11. some   12. None of 
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Exercise IV 
1. How did you go to school yesterday? 
2. How tall is your sister/ 
3. How often does your father go swimming? 
4. How soon can you get to my home? 
5. How do you feel today? 
6. How old is John’s younger brother? 
7. How difficult is the test? 
8. How often do you go to the movie? 
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Exercise V 
1. Some people work too hard. 
2. Some questions in the exam were very difficult. 
3. All insects have six legs. 
4. Most of the students at our school are friendly. 
5. Right 
6. All of the cities have the same problems. 
 
Part I 
     There are some carrots, onions, green peppers, radishes, mushrooms, 
and pumpkins. 

 The carrot and radishes look like rabbit’s ears, the onions and pumpkins 
look like balls , the green peppers look like lanterns and the mushrooms look 
like elf’s houses.  

The carrots and radishes are 49 dollars a kg, the onions are 
39 a bag, the green peppers are 60 dollars a kg, the mushrooms are 30 
dollars a bag and the pumpkins are 85 dollars a head. 

 I like mushrooms best of all. I dislike pumpkins most. 
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Part I 
1. She’s in the jungle. She’s interviewing Charlie the Chimpanzee. 
2. He was born in the zoo. 
3. No, he didn’t. 
4. Because he wanted to be free. 
5. He went to the desert first. 
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6. No, he didn’t. Because the desert was too dry and he was thirsty. 
7. He went to the forest next. 
8. No, he didn’t. Because the forest was too cold. 
9. He went to the ocean. 
10. No, he wasn’t happy there because he couldn’t swim or breathe like fish. 
11. Finally he went to the jungle. 
12. Yes, he liked the jungle because there were lots of trees to swing on, lots 

of chimps to play with and lots of bananas for him to eat. 
 
Part II 
1. camel     2. desert     3. protect     4. starfish     5. anteater 
 
Part III 
1. cool, dark, wet     2. deep, salty     3. rain forest 
4. Thousands,         5. Algae          6. Ferns 
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Exercise I 
1. skinny short girl 
2. new green cotton jacket 
3. delicious ripe green apple 
4. large black woolen jumper 
5. beautiful modern small flat 
6. strange English magazine 
7. funny green cotton hat 
 
Exercise II 
1. I have an interesting small English book. 
2. That is a ugly modern picture. 
3. My teacher wore a large purple silk skirt. 
4. The lady lived in a pretty small old house. 
5. That dog is wearing a funny green cotton hat. 
 
Exercise III 
1. is she     
2. does Jerry want to eat for lunch 
3. did he arrive at the train station 
4. long is it 
5. is your best friend 
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6. were you sad 
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Exercise IV 
1. we are     2. I don’t     3. he can     4. he does     5. she isn’t 
6. they can   7. it isn’t      8. I am       9. it isn’t 
 
Exercise V 
1. is     2. are     3. has     4. were     5. has 
6. is     7. were    8. were 
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Exercise VI 
 opinion size age shape color origin material noun 

1 silly fat      dog 

2 clean large      apartment 

3   new  purple   hat 

4     orange Italian  dress 

5  tiny     plastic cup 

 
 
Part I 
I like the jaguar best. It eats little animals like rats and hares. It looks like 
a big cat. It lives on the ground. 
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Part II 
1. closet     2. measures     3. smart     4. height     5. help 
6. together  7. doghouse      8. work 
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Part III 
1. He was on Sesame Street. 
2. He talked to Betty Lou first. 
3. She wanted to build a doghouse for Barkley because it was his birthday. 
4. No, she couldn’t. Because she had some wood, she still needed a saw to 

cut it. 
5. Next they saw Grover. 
6. He had a saw. 
7. He needed wood, a hammer and nails. 
8. Bert and Ernie had a hammer and some nails. 
9. No, they couldn’t. They had a hammer and nails but they needed a saw and 

some wood. 
10. They built it together. 
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Exercise I 
1. by myself        2. by himself     3. by himself 
4. herself           5. yourself       6. by myself 
7. themselves      8. themselves    9. ourselves 
10. herself 
 
Exercise II 
1. anything     2. nothing     3. something     4. anything 
5. anything     6. something  7. anything       8. something 
9. nothing 
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Exercise III 
1. were     2. Were     3. was     4. met, was shopping 
5. was waiting, arrived    6. were watching     7. was listening 
8. was playing            9. was eating, knocked     10. was studying 
11. were you doing      12. was studying      13. didn’t go 
14. Did you see, wore    15. did you break, were playing, hit, broke 
16. hurt, went            17. heard, began     18. was talking, went 
19. were playing, arrived  20. was having, got 
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Exercise IV 
1. How long is the right side of the roof? 
   How many centimeters long is the right side of the roof? 
2. How wide is the table? 
   Measure the width of the table. 
3. Measure the length of the box. 
   How many centimeters long is the box? 
 
Part I 
     I made a clay dog yesterday. I also saw some clay sheep, pig and 

rabbits 
made by my classmates. I had a great time making the clay dog. Next time, 
I would like to make a doghouse by myself. 


